A field guide for folks new to banding
by @mieke_masterpieces

What is a banded bird?
A banded bird refers to a bird which has been marked with a
band. This “primary mark” is a metal band with a unique letter
and number combination. A bird may also have one or more
coloured bands that sometimes have letters and/ or numbers
engraved on them, they may also just be plain bands.
On birds these bands can look like this:
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White leg flag
with black
lettering “MAP”
(upper left leg)

MAP

98
67

M AP

Metal
flipper band
with J- 6798
(right
flipper)

Yellow over green (left leg),
metal leg band AA-1236
over red (right leg)

Red band with
white lettering
“A1A” (left leg)

AA- 1236

There are LOTS of colour options for bands, here is a small
variety of possibilities. I recommend taking photos of coloured
band combinations where possible, as bands can be tricky to
read in low light, if the band is faded, or if you are not familiar
with reading the colours of bird bands.
Pink (P)

White (W)

Red (R)

Black (K)

Orange (O)
Yellow (Y)

You may also find useful:

Unsure of band colour do:
(colour?) e.g., K?
No band seen on leg (_)

Light/Lime Green (LG)

Incomplete band number (*)

Medium Green (G)

‘F’ precedes the colour of a flag
e.g., FY = (Yellow Flag)

Medium Blue (B)

One bar (/) between colours, two
bars to indicate a leg joint (//).

Metal (M)

A semi-colon to distinguish
between legs (;).

What information do you need to
have the best band sighting?
• PHOTOS!
A photo will record with certainty. You can see which
legs are banded. You can see what colour the bands
are, and their condition (i.e., are they faded). You can
see what species it is. Avoid flash photography.
Try taking multiple photos. As the bird moves take
photos at different angles to provide you with more
information and confirmation. Even mobile phones are
useful, you don’t need a fancy camera. Also: do not
capture or harass the bird to record its band number!
• SPECIES
What kind of bird? Not sure?
You always look again at a photo!
• LOCATION
Where did you see the bird?
• TIME OF DAY
When did you see the bird?
• BAND DETAILS
How many bands? What colours
are the bands? What leg is each
band on? Can you read some or all
of the band number? Did you get
photos of the bands?
• EXTRA NOTES
E.g., the health condition of the
bird, or other birds it is seen with, is
it nesting?, other behavioural
observations.

How to read bird bands:
Left to right, top to bottom! Left always refers to the bird’s left,
and right refers to the bird’s right side. Important to note: even if
the bird is at a weird angle still record the left leg first!
Right
Left

Left
Right
Right
Left

Left

Right

Band combinations start on the left leg, and the topmost band
is noted first, follow by any bands underneath, then the topmost
band on the right is recorded, followed by any bands
underneath that.
This titipounamu is banded Black over Blue,
Pink over Metal*
In short form this can be written K/B; P/M
Left

Right

*It’s okay to note that a band is metal and that you
cannot read the alphanumeric value on it. The colour
band combination used by the bander should be
unique to that individual bird.

What about dead banded birds or
bands without bird?
If you find a dead banded bird record the band
combination, take a photo of both the whole
bird and the band. If you feel comfortable doing so,
collect the band so that you can directly refer to it.

Bands can be found in many places, on the beach,
in the bush, in your friend’s father’s shed, and even
in a couch in Arkansas! It is important to lodge
these bands too, so that the banding database is up-to-date,
and we can be sure that the band is no longer attached to a
bird, and that the bird is likely deceased.

Have a go, how would
you describe the banding
of these birds? *

Partial band read:

A.) ____________
__

- 198

C
C.) _____________
_

B.) ____________
__

B
A

E.) ____________
__
F.) ____________
__

D
D.) ____________
__

E

F

H.) ____________
__

G.) ____________
__
G

H

J.) ____________
__

J

I.) ______________

I
K

B23

K.) ____________
__
N.) ____________
__

L

N

L.) ____________
__
M

O- 199508

M.) ____________
__

*Answers on penultimate page.

How to report sightings of bird
bands:
Reporting bands and knowing what happened to that banded
bird is VERY important. In New Zealand if you want to keep
any bands you find, you can! Just make sure to report exactly
what is on the band and any additional information you can to
the Banding Office! You may also like to submit images of the
band combination of the band.
If you are overseas and come across a banded bird, search for
the local Bird Banding scheme in the country which you
found the band. Report all banded birds that you see!

Reporting NZ bird bands can be done on the online
sightings form:
https://app.birdbanding.doc.govt.nz/sightings
Banding Office email:
bandingoffice@doc.govt.nz
Sending in your bird bands to
the Banding Office:
National Banding Office
PO Box 108
Wellington 6140
Note if sending used bands via post:
Make sure to flatten the band/(s) you are
reporting, tape them to cardboard, write
band number/(s) (All letters, numbers and
other symbols), finding details on the card,
and your contact details.

Why should you report bird band
sightings?
You get to know about the bird you have seen, where and
when it was originally banded. If there are other re-sighting
data then you can be informed of this as well.
We can know with certainty the movements and behaviour of
individuals.
We can know about the longevity different species.
We find out if populations are
increasing or decreasing. It can
also be a way of measuring
hunter engagement (with
banded gamebird species).
We learn about migration and
distribution patterns of
individuals and populations
Finding a band is RARE opportunity! The more bands
reported, the more data the Banding Office has.

Q. I want to band birds! How can I?
In New Zealand you need to get certified with a bird
bander ID number and have a permit to work under to
band birds.
This certification process is administered by the
Department of Conservation Banding Office through the
New Zealand National Bird Banding Scheme (NZNBBS).
*Answers: A: M on right leg unsure of code, B: _//_;M//B, C: M on right leg
partial band # “-198”, D: G/B; M, E: _;R/M, F: Flipper band on right unsure of
code, G: P;M H: B/Y;M/W, I: O/W;G/M, J: M on left leg, unsure of code and
unsure if banded on right, K: Blue background white text “B23” on left, L:
W/R/B;Y/R, M: M on left band # O-199508, N: pG/R//M;Y/B//_.

Old Blue: One of only
five Kakaruia (Black
Robin) in 1979.
PAP

All Alone: Received a
Dickin Medal in 1946
after a 400 mile
flight. There are
a few WWII
pigeons with
medals.

PAP: NZ Banded
Dotterel who flew
to New Caledonia,
twice!

Brigadier Sir Nils Olav III: An
Edinburgh Zoo King Penguin
who has Norwegian military
ranks
Wisdom: Oldest confirmed wild bird in the
world. Oldest banded bird in the world. She is
a Laysan Albatross.

Rangi: A Kākāpō who was found
after 21 years in hiding on
Whenua Hou Island
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